MEMS-based platforms for characterization of advanced functional materials
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Abstract

The integration of new advanced functional materials in the production chain of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) requires a fundamental in-depth knowledge of their physical and chemical properties. In recent years, there has been a significant increase in publications reporting on performant transduction properties of classes of materials partially or completely unknown by the production chain mentioned above [1], [2]. These materials are generally synthesized and characterized in a form (powders, single crystals, etc.) that is not suitable for MEMS manufacturing processes, rather requiring homogeneous thin films. Thus, despite the announced performances, which are very convincing and promising, there is no guarantee that they can be easily integrated into MEMS devices, nor can there be any guarantee that their performances will be preserved once the integration phase is successful.

Our work over the past few years was to assess the performance of materials, which either by their nature or by the way they are structured, still remain exotic for conventional micro / nanofabrication pathways. This assessment goes through the same stages, which are: the deposition and patterning of these materials at the micro-scale (by conventional or alternative techniques), their integration into basic micrometric structures (passive or active levers) and their characterization.

In this talk we will present our contribution to the characterization of three classes of materials: molecularly imprinted polymers (MIP), spin crossover materials (SCO) and piezoelectric materials (sol-gel lead zirconate titanate or PZT). In each of the cases presented, the same process flow and characterization methodology are followed, namely:

- in case of SCO materials (Figure 1.a): evaporation onto microfabricated cantilevers with actuation and sensing capabilities, assessment of the post-process spin cross-over capabilities;

- in case of MIPs (Figure 1.b): deposition and patterning of the MIP (by spin-coating and photolithography) fully integrated within the process flow of the microcantilevers’ fabrication, assessment of the post-process mechanical integrity of the MEMS and chemical functionality preservation;
- in case of sol-gel PZT (Figure 1.c): integration of the active material into the process flow of microcantilevers’ fabrication by means of micro-contact printing in order to assess the actuation and sensing capabilities.

As a general conclusion, we will demonstrate that by appropriately integrating thin films of these advanced materials and using the MEMS transduction capability, MEMS platforms are powerful tools for the physical and chemical characterization of these materials. As exemplified by the works presented here, these materials can be organic or inorganic, deposited by evaporation, micro-contact printing, spray coating or other types of techniques adaptable to MEMS manufacturing chain. The anticipation of the compatibility with MEMS process flow should allow, when a new material with high transduction potential is identified, its integration into the whole device architecture starting with the design phase.

![Figure 1. (a) Silicon microcantilevers bearing spin crossover material deposited by thermal evaporation; (b) silicon microcantilever bearing a photosensitive micro-imprinted polymer patterned by photolithography; (c) silicon microcantilever bearing PZT layer patterned by micro-contact printing](image)
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